FROM THE DESK OF MIKE SLATON

Friends and Fellow Patriots,
Can you identify with me? As a citizen of the Great State of Texas and House District 113, I value the
principles that have made our state and our nation strong. But I have been frustrated as I have watched
one candidate after another voice strong, conservative principles during a campaign, then go to Austin and
change to please the political establishment.
Because of my desire to see our district represented in Austin by strong, conservative leadership, I have
served as Cindy Burkett’s campaign treasurer for the past 6 years. I chose to invest my time and
energy in Representative Burkett’s campaigns—because I believed she would be that kind of leader.
To put my name up to support a candidate is a responsibility I take seriously. However, Representative
Burkett has failed to remain strong in pushing back against the establishment in Austin, including the
Republicans who kill conservative legislation session after session. Instead, she has now become a part of
the problem and has begun to support and sponsor legislation that is anti-freedom and anti-small business.
Accordingly, I am no longer serving as the treasurer of Representative Burkett’s campaign, and I can no
longer support her as a candidate. She has failed to stay consistent as a champion for us, the citizens she
is supposed to represent.
I would like to let you know that I am enthusiastically and proudly endorsing and supporting
Jonathan Boos to be the next State Representative for District 113. Jonathan Boos is the type of
leader who will go to Austin and consistently fight to make Texas stronger, freer, and more conservative
for all of us.
Texas does not have time for leadership that fails us. We can no longer afford it. It is time to send a new
generation of leaders to Austin, who are willing to step up and bring real change for you and for me.
It is time to expect leaders in government who will promote and demand transparency in the legislative
process.
It is time to have honest public servants who will fight for our values every day.
It is time for a change in District 113.
It is time for Jonathan Boos.
Jonathan is a principled conservative who will fight to defend our borders, combat increased taxation,
defend our 2nd Amendment rights, and reign in Austin’s over-regulation.
Stand with me, and stand with Jonathan, as we restore conservative representation to our district.
God Bless,

Mike Slaton
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